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OsgoodePD looks to the future as it builds on its historical strength in online learning

Long before anyone had heard of COVID-19, OsgoodePD was bringing Professional LLMs into students’ homes. In the last two decades, we have helped hundreds of people complete their studies via videoconferencing technology in places as far flung as the Cayman Islands, a Saskatchewan farm, rural Italy, and the mountains of B.C., among many more locations.

Read more

Meeting the needs of the construction industry and its advisors

The construction industry in Canada grows more dynamic and complicated every day. Both provincial and federal governments are funding large infrastructure projects while at the same time pioneering rapid expansion of residential housing. Pandemic-related supply chain issues and volatile prices have added uncertainty and complexity to the mix — a perfect storm for legal disputes. Read more

New Course: Non-verbal Evidence in Court & Negotiations

Who would have thought that a zipper-mouth emoji would be sufficient proof of a defamatory statement tweeted all by itself? In a 2020 case between two Sydney, Australia lawyers a judge considered just that. Read more

The impact of COVID-19 on labour law in Canada

In our 2022 offering of The Osgoode Certificate in Labour Law Program Director John D.R. Craig covered the impact of COVID-19 on the labour landscape, including vaccine mandates, accommodation requests, layoffs and terminations. Watch the full session here:

Interested in learning more about our programs? Sign up to receive updates specific to your area of interest.
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